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This Astrology Report was printed from Tarot.com.

Oprah Winfrey
Born: January 29, 1954
4:30 AM in Kosciusko, MS

Sun Sign

Moon Sign

Rising Sign

Welcome Tarot.com's Reincarnation Report -- your doorway to the past. This report is designed to be helpful for those of
any spirituality or belief system, regardless of what they believe about reincarnation.
Based on A.T. Mann's Reincarnation Time Scale theory, this report assigns a specific historical period to each sign of the
zodiac in your birth chart. For instance, if you have a planet in your chart in Libra (400 to 1100 AD), then you resonate with -or had a past life in -- that time period. By investigating the astrological significance of the planet in question, this report
makes an educated guess about what you were like and what you accomplished in that past life. And finally, by measuring
the planet's placement down to the degree, we can determine that incarnation's key date down to the decade, year or even
month.

Understanding Your
Reincarnation Report
Along with the astrological interpretation of each
of your planets within a given time period, you
will also receive personalized Reincarnation
Summary Tables for each time period. These
tables reveal significant things that influence or
reflect that period, ranging from mythical figures
to scientific inventions, from entire cultures to
single individuals. These lists are meant to
stimulate thinking about what your past lives
may have looked like and to provide jumping-off
points for you to further delve into the wonders
of history … wonders that may feel strangely
familiar to you. The deities and historical
individual presented in each table are
personalized for you based on the planets that
appear in that sign (and whose incarnations
therefore manifested during that particular time
period).
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The table also includes a key date. Key dates
are not necessarily when an incarnation was
born. Rather, it is the moment that the
incarnation experienced its most significant life
event. That could be the day of the past life's
birth … or it could be a coming-of-ageceremony, a marriage, a great accomplishment
or quest or discovery, or perhaps a moment of extreme danger. The key date could even be when a past life died. There is
no way to know for sure.

So Let's Get Started!
We will start with your Reincarnation Chart to get a visual of how the planets in YOUR chart map out through history.

The Reincarnation Report groups the signs of the zodiac, and therefore the historical periods, into three longer eras called
Octaves. Like the musical intervals they are named for, these eras increase in "frequency" (the amount of energy of human
endeavor on the planet) as they climb "higher" (as they progress into the future). Think of them as stepping stones in
humanity's development from a simple, childlike state to a time of complete maturity and self-awareness that we may
hopefully someday achieve.
The first four signs, Aries, Taurus, Gemini and Cancer, compose the Octave of Mythology, when our first sense of
self-awareness began to emerge. From 50,000 years ago until 5000 years ago, in 3000 BC, we struggled to survive but were
also very in touch with our natural surroundings. The next four signs, Leo, Virgo, Libra and Scorpio, compose the Octave of
Civilization, from 3000 BC until 1500 AD, when the first major civilizations grew from their near-mythic founders, the major
world religions came into being and the Classical Era developed. The last four signs, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and
Pisces, are the Octave of Individuality, starting at the Renaissance in 1500 AD and continuing until 1950 AD.
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Just as your birth chart is unique, so are your incarnations according to the Reincarnation Time Scale. Your planets will be
scattered throughout the zodiac signs and therefore throughout the tapestry of history. Some time periods will have no
planets in them at all; it may be that your soul did not manifest on earth in those times, or it may simply mean that you have
nothing to learn from those incarnations or that you have little connection to them. Other time periods will seem laden with
incarnations, sometimes even overlapping! This is not only possible, it is common. Our souls and imaginations are often
drawn to the possibility and energy of specific historical periods; you might even think of yourself as having been alive as
several different people simultaneously, which is one understanding of the idea of soulmates.

How the Octaves Affect You
Octave of Mythology: If you have a majority of your planets in Aries, Taurus, Gemini or Cancer, you have powerful and
essential mythic identifications deeply embedded within you. You are probably more affected than most people by myths,
pre-histories, fairy tales, religious beliefs, deities and legends. You will want to explore strange lands, go to primitive places,
live close to or embedded in nature and will profoundly value the natural world.
Octave of Civilization: If you have a majority of your planets in Leo, Virgo, Libra or Scorpio you have strong associations
with society, law, politics or religion. You tend to identify with community leaders, company founders and the like. You may
have an inclination toward Classical life in your personal values or your artistic aesthetics.
Octave of Individuality: If you have a majority of your planets in Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius or Pisces, your soul
revels in the energy and possibility of the modern humanistic world. You are likely to see our current way of life as being at
the apex of the grand flow of civilization, that science, rationalism and industrialization are the natural end result of history.
Recent history may influence what books you read, what places you prefer to visit and so on.

Summary of Oprah Winfrey's Chart
What does this table tell me?

Planetary Positions
Planet

Sign

Degree

House Motion

What's a House?

House Positions
House/Cusp

Sign

Degree
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Sun

Aquarius

8°59'30"

2nd

Ascendant

Sagittarius

29°40'58"

Moon

Sagittarius

4°32'02"

11th

2nd House

Aquarius

5°03'31"

Mercury

Aquarius

19°09'18"

2nd

3rd House

Pisces

13°18'25"

Venus

Aquarius

8°51'07"

2nd

Imum Coeli

Aries

17°24'31"

Mars

Scorpio

23°34'31"

11th

5th House

Taurus

14°51'24"

Jupiter

Gemini

16°39'10"

6th
6th House

Gemini

7°51'26"

Saturn

Scorpio

9°02'24"

10th

Uranus

Cancer

20°18'32"

7th

Descendant

Gemini

29°40'58"

Neptune

Libra

26°03'31"

10th

8th House

Leo

5°03'31"

Pluto

Leo

24°08'36"

8th

9th House

Virgo

13°18'25"

Node

Capricorn

23°14'29"

1st

Midheaven

Libra

17°24'31"

11th House

Scorpio

14°51'24"

12th House

Sagittarius

7°51'26"

Major Aspects

What's an Aspect?

Aspect

Degree

Aspect

Degree

Sun Conjunction Venus

0°08'

Mercury Opposition Pluto

4°59'

Sun Square Saturn

0°02'

Venus Square Saturn

0°11'

Sun Sextile Moon

4°27'

Mars Square Pluto

0°34'

Moon Sextile Venus

4°19'

Mars Trine Uranus

3°15'

Mercury Trine Jupiter

2°30'

Neptune Sextile Pluto

1°54'

Mercury Square Mars

4°25'

A Note About Conjuctions!
If your Reincarnation Chart has planets in conjunction (within a few degrees of one another), it may show that you had
multiple incarnations that happened simultaneously, their lives overlapping in history. In such a case, you probably carry
mixed identifications with that historical period, with different feelings arising from each incarnation, some good and some
bad. In some rare cases this may have resulted in the meeting of what some refer to as soul mates: incarnations of the same
spirit in two separate bodies, friends or lovers who forged incredibly close bonds.
Find out what it means for you …

After the appearance of modern humans about 50,000 years ago, early humanity became self-aware and explored that new
consciousness during a mythological stage. It is mythic because early humans were nomadic with little common language,
and information was transmitted over hundreds of generations before any known chronology existed. In that sense it was like
a long dream that possibly is the origin of our dream lives today. Myths are stories passed verbally through thousands of
years, modified and distorted by location, culture, invasions and wars, deeds of heroes and respect for ancestors -- all
qualities that resonate with us in the modern age. Myths and legends carry the collective histories of us all before
individuality, and indeed, before civilization itself, came into being. These past lives can describe our deepest truths, if we
can only learn identify with them.
Aries marks the beginning of the Octave of Mythology, a period when we gratefully receive the blessed sun and rain of the
sky gods, yet must helplessly suffer their tempestuous wrath.
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The Aries period (from 48,000 to 26,000 BC) was the
birth of consciousness, when modern humanity emerged
and began to harness language. These early humans
banded together to hunt and gather from a landscape
dominated by the last Neanderthals and superior beasts,
and conditioned by the end stages of the great Ice Ages.
They were nomadic, wandering the face of the earth and
living in caves when they needed shelter. This primitive
time saw humankind's development of primitive stone
and flint tools, used not only to kill animals for food and
forage for plants, but also to create clothing, shelter and
other necessities.
This period was overseen by celestial deities, gods and
goddesses who played the first role of creators. They
determined your incarnations' welfare from the sky
above with their control over the natural elements of
wind, rain, water, ocean and sky. You also looked to the
sun and moon, as well as the powerful cave animals that
you hunted or feared, as gods. After all, it was natural
forces like weather, animal movements and astronomical
events that determined your group's migration patterns
and upon which you depended for life. They were at the
same time your guides and your gods.
The Aries period was a stage of your development when
you simply went forward, pushed onward to the next
battle or test of survival as the Ice Ages came and went
over thousands of years. Initially, you were totally
integrated with the forces of nature that you worshipped
-- they were a part of you, and vice versa, and this deep
connection with your core creative energy and
self-assertion was the primary force in your known
universe. All contacts, either with animals or other
humans, were part of a fight for survival. Your living
standards were based on the health of your tribal band.
You had little sense of the passage of time, as the years were cyclical and you did not differentiate yourself from nature or
from your tribe.
In this period, your role was clear (if a little limited) and heavily determined by gender. As a man, you would've taken a
proactive role in hunting what there was to hunt, gathering what there was to gather and fending off predators. As a woman,
you were called up to be not only a mother for the better part of your life, but also to be among the most resourceful laborers
in human history. In this age of limited technology, your life would have been short, tough and intense. On the flip side,
although a social pecking-order was in place, there was also the sense that everyone suffered the same burdens and
benefitted equally from victories.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Aries
You have no planetary placements in the Aries period
Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Ksar Akil in the Middle East

Bone & Blade Tools

Deities & Ideals
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Seasonal Storage Pits
Herbal Medicines
Rope

Worship of the Sky

Your Past Lives in the Aries Period
You have no planetary placements in the Aries period
This time period has no planets in it. This may mean that your soul did not manifest on Earth in this period. Alternatively, it
may simply mean that you have nothing to learn from the incarnations that lived during this time, or that your current
incarnation has little spiritual connection to them.

In the Taurus period, our myths begin to transition from the sky above, bringer of rain and lightning, to the earth below, giver
of food and shelter. This period is best represented by maternal fertility goddesses and earth mother cults.
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The Taurus period (26,000 to 14,000 BC) saw
humanity recovering from the Ice Ages and transitioning
to a more stable lifestyle, creating complex hearths and
storage areas to process and protect what was hunted
and gathered. The world's earliest cave paintings were
made, and evidence has been found of the use of music
and dance in religious rituals. Humanity began carving
statues of the fertile mother and the masculine bison (or
bull). Their beliefs tended toward the feminine and
included worship of the earth mother, the moon and
fertility goddesses, all cults that bound people to nature.
Taurus represents physical sensation, sensing and
working with the earth, relating to animals and plants,
expressing oneself with art and sculpture, and the
construction of one's physical reality and attachment. It
promotes a love of the physical world and all of its
complexities, including working with the land or
gardening, owning property, having pets or animals, and
navigating our territorial attitudes.
Your incarnations in this period would have lived hard
lives requiring extreme resourcefulness. You enjoyed
more developed technology and thefore spirituality, as
better shelter and sustenance meant more time to
consider the greater questions. You would most likely
have lived as a fairly stationary hunter-gatherer, finding
time to honor higher powers with respect and awe.
Whether you were a mother or a hunter, you would have
found opportunity to express your gratitude to the
heavens through a burgeoning arts culture -- one whose
evidence can still be seen to this day.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Taurus
You have no planetary placements in the Taurus period
Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Deities & Ideals

Second Mousterian Pluvial
Matriarchal Societies
Neanderthals Become Extinct
Domestication of Reindeer
Last Ice Age Ends

Early Ceramics
Extensive Cave Paintings
Fertility Figurines
Spear Thrower
Ukrainian Mammoth-Bone Village

Skull Cults
Worship of Nature

Your Past Lives in the Taurus Period
You have no planetary placements in the Taurus period
This time period has no planets in it. This may mean that your soul did not manifest on Earth in this period. Alternatively, it
may simply mean that you have nothing to learn from the incarnations that lived during this time, or that your current
incarnation has little spiritual connection to them.
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The Gemini period of myth is one of duality. Heaven and earth, male and female ideals, gods and titans, all have equal
power and equal importance for a time.

During the Gemini period (14,000 to 7000 BC)
language continued to evolve, including the transition
from notching to clay tokens as a form of recordkeeping. Trade began to develop, animals like cats,
dogs and chickens were domesticated, and the first
pottery was made. Most importantly, though, modern
agriculture was born during this period with the
cultivation of primitive grains. Matriarchal cults went into
decline and their masculine counterparts began to rise,
symbolized by the Titans who ruled from heaven
(Uranus) to earth (Gaia).
The Gemini time represents the instinctive mind,
communication, adaptability and short journeys. The
duality of Gemini leads to diverse identities, varied
languages, multiplication of professions and family
functions (which led to family names) and a great degree
of diversity in the world. Reflecting the twin imagery of
Gemini was the twin role of masculine and feminine in
prominent religions of the time.
As a man, you would most likely have been a farmer,
tilling the land you were suddenly able to mold to
nourish you. Or else you would have been a warrior,
enlisted to protect the land and family you were bound
to. As a woman, life would have perhaps been less
gratifying -- goddesses and fertility were not as
respected as they were in the Taurus Period, and as a
common person you would have been expected to
spend much of your time indoors. Still, religious ritual
was on the rise in many parts of the world as various
cultures forged their own mythologies and belief
systems, so revelry was not uncommon as the seasons
changed, and these celebrations would have been
enjoyed by those in all walks of life.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Gemini
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:
Jupiter

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

16°

9632 BC

Gemini
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Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Deities & Ideals

Migration to Americas
Neolithic Europeans
Construction of Jericho
Domestication of Dogs
Domestication of Farm Animals

Pottery
Early Agriculture
Copper Tools
Oldest Temple Complex
Woven Cloth

Polytheism
Male/Female Balance
Jupiter Deities
Themis
Eurymedon
Marduk
Bel
Ba'al

Your Past Lives in the Gemini Period
Jupiter in Gemini
Your Jupiter is in Gemini, opposite its "home" sign of Sagittarius. You were a wise person, creating needed perspective and
patience amidst a society of people who tended to act quickly and without deep thought. By contrast, you hesitated and
provided a larger and deeper perspective to those who were unable to make such mental leaps. You also tended to your
people's religious or spiritual direction.

Jupiter in the 6th House
Your Jupiter in the Sixth house gives you an ambition to expand, to learn and teach, to become personally involved in
affecting the masses through teamwork, conscientious organization and the development of professional attitudes. An
undercurrent of service to the larger whole characterizes this way of being, a motivation that comes to you from a previous
incarnation sought to expand the horizons of knowledge.
Mercury harmonious with Jupiter: Your Mercury and Jupiter incarnations organized your many plans constructively,
which created a context for success for your world view and wider interests. You learned a lot about yourself by looking more
closely at your core beliefs. In this incarnation you will make a deeper commitment to your spiritual vision.

The myths of Cancer celebrate the thriving of humanity thanks to the new gift of agriculture, as represented by grain
goddesses, and well-defended towns, as represented by local protector gods.

The Cancer period (7000 to 3000 BC) begins with the
foundation of the first city Jericho, which signals the
creation of market towns in fertile river valleys in
Mesopotamia, Sumeria, India, Egypt and China. The
nuclear family came into being as an emotional structure
prominent in societies, as did hereditary wealth and
property … and to keep records of that property, written
language. Metals, the wheel, ceramics and woven
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fabrics totally changed the human way of life. The urban
centers were home to many gods of field, hearth and
home, which would evolve into the Olympian pantheon.
Despite its strong female figures, the Olympian gods
were decidedly patriarchal, reflecting a trend toward the
masculine that would continue throughout history.
Cancer qualities include the home, the family and its
emotional bonds (especially the dominance of the
mother), productivity of humankind or of nature, the
inheritance of things from one's ancestors or the past,
the expression of feelings, and an interest in domestic
animals, arts and crafts.
In this period, you would have found yourself living less
nomadically, but even more communally. You would
have felt a part of an established society. You might
have been a trader or a scribe -- a relatively new calling,
as written language was just blossoming! Unfortunately,
you would have been at the whim of a very stratified
society, and would have been very aware of your place
in civilization. Since your lifestyle would have been far
more stationary, you would have prized personal
possessions more. On the upside, you would have
enjoyed more material comforts (and safety) than those
who lived in previous periods.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Cancer
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:
Uranus

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

20°

4058 BC

Cancer

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Deities & Ideals

The Great Flood
Early Nations
Taxation
Mesopotamia
Central Asia

Cuneiform
Wheels
Music and Dance
Mud Brick Houses
Gold Jewelry

Myth Records
Family Units
Uranus Deities
Asteria
Perseus
Prometheus
Arianrhood
Quetzalcoatl

Your Past Lives in the Cancer Period
Uranus in Cancer
Your Uranus in Cancer placement shows that your family situations in this period were highly erratic, as though there were
primal changes in your living conditions throughout your life and that your very existence was often in doubt or threatened by
world affairs. Your mother was a foreigner, and considered exotic or strange; her energies dominated you early on, and
leading you to act rebelliously and impulsively as a way of attempting to gain freedom.
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Uranus in the 7th House
Your Uranus in the Seventh House represents your past tendency to enter into eccentric partnerships that you could not
escape, and which drew you into uncomfortable or even risky situations. You remain a rebel of a sorts, and feel most
comfortable with people who similarly go against the grain. Your views on relationships are inconsistent and unusual, leaving
others to look on in wonderment and a little envy.
Uranus inharmonious with Midheaven: Your Uranus and Midheaven incarnations resisted adapting to life changes,
particularly at major junctions like coming of age, relocating to a new community, marrying and becoming a parent. You
isolated yourself from others and your constantly changing life aims prevented you from accomplishing much. In your current
incarnation if you learn self-discipline you will be refreshed and resolve outstanding crises.
Mars harmonious with Uranus: Your Mars and Uranus incarnations had strong desires for freedom, desires that endowed
everything you did with an intense sense of hope. You remained undaunted in the face of any difficulty. In your current
incarnation, you may find yourself receiving sudden insights from these past selves. Your frequent decision changes on the
spur of the moment will surprise others, but don't be afraid to trust your instincts.
Uranus inharmonious with North Node: Your Uranus and North Node incarnations suddenly brought about unsettling and
unexpected changes in partnerships and communal situations that generated a great feeling of unrest in your community. It
was necessary for you to adjust your attitudes for survival's sake. In your current incarnation avoid being too restless and try
to counteract your natural flighty temperament.

Around 3000 BC the founders of civilizations and the great world religions begin to appear in our records. More than mere
mortals, these were said to be divine beings distilled into human form. This Octave paved the way and then brought into
being the Classical era, and also saw its fall, descending into the Dark Ages. The Octave of Civilization is humanity's growing
pains, where much was lost but also much was learned.
Appropriately for Leo, this Octave was ushered in by a period of great heroes and larger-than-life divine rulers like Achilles,
Odysseus, Nefertiti, Gilgamesh and Solomon.

The Leo period (3000 to 800 BC) spans the time from
the first mytho-historical individuals through the ages of
the divine kings who founded the great early civilizations
of Sumeria, Egypt, China and India. Before this time,
there was only mythic history, and time was repetitive
and cyclical; as this period matures, written history
begins and gives birth to the major civilizing forces that
still define our world to this day. Classical civilizations
transformed the mythic influences of their early nomadic
and tribal predecessors into profound and sophisticated
cultures with fully developed art, architecture, language,
symbolism and religion. This era was broadly shaped by
individuals who proclaimed that they were gods in
earthly form, like the Sun gods of ancient Egypt or
Chaldea, the legendary emperors of China or the
ordained prophets like Abraham and Moses.
Your Leo is creativity, consciousness of the self, selfish
love, education, reliance on the self, sexuality and
children, as well as formative energy, the wealth of
ideas, domination, leadership, advancement through
one's own activities and organization. It is also
enthusiasm, plans and rulership.
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In this era, you might have been a slave or a laborer,
defying the mysteries of engineering and building great,
lasting monuments. Or you might have been a legendary
ruler, famed in Egypt or for ruling over a dynasty in
China. In any case, you would have found yourself on
the cusp of entirely new civilizations, and a new world
whose beauty is still evident -- and keeping us guessing
-- today.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Leo
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:
Pluto

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

24°

1155 BC

Leo

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

Bronze Age
Babylonia
Kingdom of Israel
Ancient Egypt
Troy

Advanced City-States
Written Language
Legal Systems
Chariots
Long-Distance Trade

Divine Kings
Patriarchy
Abraham (c1900)
Tutankhamen (1341 - 1323)
Pluto Individuals
Aeneas
Rameses II (c. 1279)

Your Past Lives in the Leo Period
Pluto in Leo
Your Pluto incarnation in the Leo period was associated with revolutionary changes in beliefs and religious ideas. You saw
the reign of a divinely inspired king or pharaoh, whose self-expression was seen as an extension of that leader's divine
rights. You aligned with the idea of art as an expansion of consciousness, and helped push for new creative endeavors and
cultural advances that brought the idea of the individual into being.

Pluto in the 8th House
Your Pluto in the Eighth House bequeaths a previous incarnation's religious fanaticism to this lifetime in the modern age.
How you shape that zeal and toward what you apply it is up to you, but can be used to achieve great things. You may
constantly search for meaning in life, a yearning that will eventually find you in a very public role in society, where your
questing will resonate with many others.
Mars inharmonious with Pluto: Your Mars and Pluto incarnations were key players in dangerous political movements. You
were aggressive, ruthless and would sacrifice anything -- perhaps even the lives of others -- to further your beliefs. In your
current incarnation, be aware of your overly energetic tendencies and take evasive action before you do damage to yourself.
Neptune harmonious with Pluto: Your Neptune and Pluto incarnations were fated to be involved with larger public
concerns. You learned to solve some of civilization's fundamental problems, at least on a smaller or personal scale. You had
a spiritual perspective on life, and used that point of view well when instructing others in ways to deal with their problems. In
your current incarnation, traveling will intensify your latent psychic activity.
Mercury inharmonious with Pluto: Your Mercury and Pluto incarnations didn't understand the public mind adequately,
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and this meant that you were unpersuasive and appeared to be uncertain about your true views. You tried to be forceful, but
that was not a realistic way to bring your ideas forward. In this incarnation, try not to overestimate your abilities in certain
areas of life.

The Virgo period broadened this Octave's focus from the founders and heroes of each civilization or religion, to the
importance of the civilization or religion itself.

The Virgo period (800 BC to 400 AD) is a time of
Classical civilizations with the founding of Greece and
Rome, the origin of major Eastern religions like as
Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism and Confucianism, and of
course the founding of Christianity and the Gnostic
pagan cults of the Middle East. The multitude of gods
and goddesses are dissolved and abstracted into more
abstracted symbols or ways of learning, praying and
understanding the world. These transitions gave rise to
the foundation of the sciences, as well as to the
distillation and separation of fringe beliefs. Knowledge
and understanding were key. The founders of the major
religions were no longer gods on earth, as in the time
period before, but rather were the mortal representatives
or offspring of the heavenly deities.
Virgo is the ripe fruit of the vine and field, the
discriminating mental function that strives for perfection
and balance in its world through careful learning,
analysis and the development of intellectual tools for
comprehending the variety and complexity of the world.
It carries an inherent naiveté that informs all efforts, as
the field of knowledge narrows and diversifies into a
focus on the details and the nature of learning
techniques, rather than the big picture. The educational
process is key to Virgo, and acts also as a metaphor for
a renewed understanding of the physical body and
foundation of health and well-being.
In this era, you might have found yourself acting as
priest or priestess. You would have lived among
impressive buildings and structures, enjoyed a more
stationary way of life, and been part of a far more
stratified society than in periods before. You could have
been a slave, servant, scribe or scholar, and it would not
have been unusual for you to have thrown yourself into
the service of a specific religion.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Virgo
You have no planetary placements in the Virgo period
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Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

Iron Age
Rome
Buddhism
Early Christianity
Great Wall of China

Wrought Iron
Blast Furnace
Logical Reasoning
Classical Architecture
Magnetic Compass

Rationality
Education & Instruction
Julius Caesar (102 BC - 44 BC)
Constantine (272 AD - 337 AD)

Your Past Lives in the Virgo Period
You have no planetary placements in the Virgo period
This time period has no planets in it. This may mean that your soul did not manifest on Earth in this period. Alternatively, it
may simply mean that you have nothing to learn from the incarnations that lived during this time, or that your current
incarnation has little spiritual connection to them.

After the Octave of Civilization peaked, it then began its inevitable slide into conflict in the Libra period; though much was
learned and created in this time, much was shattered and cast down.

The Libra period (400 to 1100 AD) marks the shift of
the long arc of humanity from the group identity toward
the individual identity. This saw a dramatic end to the
classical civilizations of Greece and Rome in the west
and China and India in the east, as both cultures
fragmented and were broken apart by barbarian
invaders. There was a split between east and west, as
their roles in the world switched and they began to
influenced one another in profound ways. In the west it
was a feudal time of Charlemagne, King Arthur and
Merlin, while in the east Buddhism entered China and
Islam was born. It was also a time of chivalry and
romantic love.
Libra is balance and adjustment, denoted by the scales
of liberty and law that are its symbol. During the Libra
time, the idea of Roman law persisted in the west and
Islam began to establish laws that governed all conduct
in life. The institution of marriage was altered by the idea
of romantic love, which took a central role in all personal
and social affairs, even affecting the changes of
civilizations. Libra idealizes relationships, trusts in
institutions, and abides by the strictures of faith.
Depending on where you lived, you might have been an
aggressive warrior in the service to a would-be world-
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conqueror. Or you might have been far more civilized,
practicing courtly love as a knight in the service to a
noble king. You may merely have watched love and war
from afar while you eked out your day-to-day existence
as a merchant, farmer, castellan or cook. You could
have been a wandering troubador, a gatherer of
firewood or herbs, an orchard grower or a midwife.
While you were most likely of a caste that lived closely
with and labored upon the land, individual specialties
and talents would have defined you.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Libra
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

Midheaven

17°

Libra

859 AD

Neptune

26°

Libra

1040 AD

Planet:

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

Birth of Islam
Anasazi Cliff Dwellers
Fall of Classic Civilization
Smallpox in Europe
Pre-Columbian Collapse

Code of Justinian
Ale's Stones
First Windmills
Machu Picchu
Moldboard Plow

Romantic Love
Rule of Law
Attila the Hun (400 - 453)
King Arthur (c500)
Venus Individuals
Beiruni (973-1048)
Li Po (701-762)
Neptune Individuals
Rachid (1039-1105)

Your Past Lives in the Libra Period
Neptune in Libra
Your Neptune incarnation in the Libra period was a spiritual being, with religion being at the center of all the important
decisions that you made in that life. At the time, it was difficult to know which spiritual guides to follow; you probably felt
isolated and judged. The psychic or metaphysical repercussions of that focus echo in your life today, however. You are
particularly sensitive to the sexual undercurrents in your platonic relationships and in your everyday interactions.

Neptune in the 10th House
Your Neptune in the Tenth House offers an unlimited number of high aspirations from a past life, but this life many not
necessarily have the discipline and focus to bring them into being. Your tendency is to dream rather than to create material
or tangible structures that will persist, so it is essential that you develop your sense of what is real and what is
wish-fulfillment. Your family is mystified about who you are and what your relationship to them really means.

Midheaven in Libra
Your Midheaven incarnation in the Libra period always shared goals with a partner or friend; it was never merely about "you,"
but rather about "us." Aside from who to work with, though, you faced many difficult choices. You craved approval from the
social order, for instance, but many of those old ways of life had begun to crumble, leaving you with few solid foundations to
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stand on. In this life, you may find an answer to that search for support by joining organizations with a feminine focus.
Neptune harmonious with Pluto: Your Neptune and Pluto incarnations were fated to be involved with larger public
concerns. You learned to solve some of civilization's fundamental problems, at least on a smaller or personal scale. You had
a spiritual perspective on life, and used that point of view well when instructing others in ways to deal with their problems. In
your current incarnation, traveling will intensify your latent psychic activity.
Neptune harmonious with Ascendant: Your Neptune and Ascendant incarnations gifted one another with spiritual or
psychic awareness. Such powers obviously shifted your image of the world, making you likely to seek out others who saw
the world as "clearly" as you did. In this life, you would do well to remember that the blurrier something is, the closer to truth it
is likely to be.
Neptune inharmonious with North Node: Your Neptune and North Node incarnations had lifelong tendencies to expect
too much from relationships. Disappointment led you to become associated with a peculiar mystical or religious community,
but the feeling of inclusiveness that this provided at first was, eventually, shown to be impermanent. In your current
incarnation, you must be your own guide. Do not look to others for easy answers to your spiritual questions.
Mercury harmonious with Midheaven: Your Mercury and Midheaven incarnations were based totally on self-knowledge,
and this created a unique and highly mental outlook on things. Your ambition took precedence over relationships. In this
incarnation, meditate on your higher goals in a more open way; what role can your loved ones play in helping you bring your
objectives to fruition?
Uranus inharmonious with Midheaven: Your Uranus and Midheaven incarnations resisted adapting to life changes,
particularly at major junctions like coming of age, relocating to a new community, marrying and becoming a parent. You
isolated yourself from others and your constantly changing life aims prevented you from accomplishing much. In your current
incarnation if you learn self-discipline you will be refreshed and resolve outstanding crises.

The Octave of Civilization ended in darkness, as is Scorpio's way, but not without hope. With pain comes transformation and
healing.

The Scorpio period (1100 to 1500 AD) was a ruthless
struggle for survival that intimately intertwined
physicality, passion, sexuality, magic and mysticism in a
powerful undercurrent. This was a time of major
upheavals, of civilizing forces informed by religious
fanaticism, such as the Crusades (in which Christianity
and Islam fought for centuries) and the Inquisition (in
which the last remaining Earth Mother cults were
persecuted). This all occurred before a backdrop of
plagues (like the Black Death) and hardship
encompassed by the Dark Ages. All of the former
classical territories broke down into city-states and
monarchical kingdoms that were constantly at war with
one another. Major religious orders reinforced their
holdings by first creating monasteries, whether Christian
in Europe or Buddhist throughout Asia, while the
neo-Confucian dynasty in China dominated. As the
caretakers of knowledge and often of power and wealth
as well, the religions later sponsored the creation of
dramatic structures in honor of their gods, such as the
great European cathedrals and the mosques and
temples of the east.
Scorpio is an awareness of the cycle of life and death
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and all of its implications, as it vacillates between
chastity and wanton sexuality, between religious reserve
and wild passion. This is the deepest and most hidden
source of emotional power in the world, and its force is
simultaneously grand and dark. Scorpio controls and
directs your emotions, brings you into life and death
situations, and revives your interest in the mysteries, in
magic and in the extraordinary power of healing using
the plant world.
The roles and professions of your incarnations in the
Scorpio period were likely to be eclipsed by your experience of danger and fear. Perhaps you were in fear of imprisonment
for religious ideals, or in fear of losing your life -- or a loved one's -- to a merciless disease. You might even have found
yourself living in a quickly-shrinking civilization, watching your way of life perish. And whatever your walk of life -- commoner,
merchant or nobleman -- you would have had to choose between difficult allegiances in the face of impending war.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Scorpio
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:

Degree in Sign:
9°

Scorpio

1252 AD

23°

Scorpio

1428 AD

Saturn
Mars

Key Date:

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

The Middle Ages
The Black Death
The Inquisition
The Crusades
Discovery of the New World

Early Western Literature
Coal Mining
Catalon Forge
Gothic Architecture
Gunpowder in China

Feudal Law
Monastic Orders
Genghis Khan (1162 - 1227)
Henry VIII (1491 - 1527)
Mars Individuals
Hernan Cortes (1485-1547)
Sebastian Cabot (1485-1557)
Machiaveli (1469-1527)
Christopher Columbus (1451-1506)
Amerigo Vespucci (1454-1512)
Saturn Individuals
Cecco d'Ascoli (1257-1327)
Fibonacci (1170-1250)
Alain de Lille (1128-1202)

Your Past Lives in the Scorpio Period
Mars in Scorpio
Mars rules the sign of Scorpio, so your Mars incarnation in the Scorpio period felt right at home in this time and place. You
were a warrior, an explorer, an adventurer. You traveled to many foreign lands, and had to be continually on the move to
stay one step ahead of your enemies. You were outrageous and daring in both battle and in love, where you let your
passions take over in place of your usually cool and calculating side.

Mars in the 11th House
Your Mars in the Eleventh House tells a past life's tale of a deliberate fight for freedom and individual self-expression,
possibly in artistic and creative ways. This life is all about continuing that fight, building edifices that symbolize independence
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from the norm and allow you to rise above suffocating restrictions. You easily align yourself with revolutionary or radical
ideas and their associated groups, but are frustrated when progressive goals become diluted by popularity.

Saturn in Scorpio
Your Saturn incarnation in the Scorpio period was a scientist who participated in debates or studies that brought profound
changes to the world. Being highly resourceful and adaptable allowed you to thrive in your intellectual activities despite the
legal and moral restrictions of the time. You felt at ease and curious about the natural world, in which you found solace from
the oppressive power structures of the day.

Saturn in the 10th House
Your Saturn in the Tenth House offers great patience from a past life, one that focused on planning and partnerships. Your
current self has extravagant expectations which, because you infect others with them, are actually possible of being met.
While initially you are quite cautious and conservative, you will learn to take risks. The penalty for such risks is less likely to
affect you in your current lifetime than they are to have karmic consequences further down the line.
Mars inharmonious with Pluto: Your Mars and Pluto incarnations were key players in dangerous political movements. You
were aggressive, ruthless and would sacrifice anything -- perhaps even the lives of others -- to further your beliefs. In your
current incarnation, be aware of your overly energetic tendencies and take evasive action before you do damage to yourself.
Mars harmonious with North Node: Your Mars and North Node incarnations fostered good cooperation with others,
particularly family and groups with similar interests. You used such relationships to help you express your creative side,
which resulted in powerful unions. In your current incarnation you find group activities to be a successful arena for you.
Mars harmonious with Uranus: Your Mars and Uranus incarnations had strong desires for freedom, desires that endowed
everything you did with an intense sense of hope. You remained undaunted in the face of any difficulty. In your current
incarnation, you may find yourself receiving sudden insights from these past selves. Your frequent decision changes on the
spur of the moment will surprise others, but don't be afraid to trust your instincts.
Mercury inharmonious with Mars: Your Mercury and Mars incarnations were often frustrated by others' criticism, yet you
refused to your mind. Instead, you resorted to obstinate and cynical methods, not taking others' attitudes seriously. In this
incarnation you should say what you really mean right now.
Venus inharmonious with Saturn: Your Venus and Saturn incarnations were lonely and dissatisfied throughout your lives.
You blamed your isolation on the society you lived in, even though it was a problem of your own creation. Early separations
from family were the cause of you emotional inhibitions, something you have a strong fear of in this incarnation, even if you
haven't experienced such loss in your current lifetime.
Sun inharmonious with Saturn: Your Sun and Saturn incarnations felt isolated from everyone around them, even your
closest friends and family. This was because you concentrated on your personal goals to the exclusion of any others.

The Octave of Individuality begins with the voyages of discovery and the emergence of the age of Humanism that we call the
Renaissance. Enquiring minds extended the bounds of the world to encompass the entire planet and beyond into the
heavens, the world was mapped, and the sciences that define modernity came into being. Humanity reached its limits and
some attempted to venture beyond them.
Few births are easy, though, and the Sagittarian beginning to this Octave was as tempestuous as it was exciting.

The Sagittarius period (1500 to 1720 AD) was the
Renaissance, when the great voyages of exploration
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brought the world into perspective. The European
discovery of trade routes to North America and the Far
East linked the many diverse strands of classical
civilization and expanded the horizons of humanity within
as well as without. The Americas and India were
colonized and explored, and the wealth of the Inca and
other proud cultures was mercilessly plundered. The
great forefathers of science like Galileo and Kepler
coincided with the profound artistic traditions of
Michaelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci and the literary
profundity of Shakespeare and Milton.
Sagittarius is the advent of your inner life, meditation
and expansion of your inner and outer horizons. It is the
realization that the higher mind is critical, that
philosophical and spiritual beliefs can lead to illumination
and enlightenment. It is an introduction to the universal
viewpoint, seeing the planet as one organism, and
aspires to broaden your perspective and your search for
inner understanding.
What a time to be alive! Your chances at long life would
have increased as medical technology approached
modernity. Aesthetically, you would have born witness to
some of the most amazing art of all time. Your
perspective of the world expanded, too, as tales of the
new, far reaches of exploration reached your ears … in
fact, you might have been on one such world-expanding
voyage! Or you might have been one of the unfortunate
tribal members in these "new" lands, in which case your
lot would have been to see your world turned upside
down.

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Sagittarius
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:
Moon
Ascendant

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

4°

Sagittarius

Dec 1536

29°

Sagittarius

May 1713

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

Ottoman Empire
Great Fire of London
The Renaissance
Thirty Years War
Salem Witch Trials

Galileo's Telescope
The Globe Theatre
Newton's Calculus
Michelangelo's David
Cristofori's Piano

Colonialism & Exploration
Philosophical Humanism
Louis XIV (1638 - 1715)
Nostradamus (1503 - 1566)
Jupiter Individuals
William Law (1686-1761)
Benedict de Spinoza (1632-1677)
Blaise Pascal (1623-1662)
Moon Individuals
Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603)
Catherine of Medici (1519-1589)
Mary I of England (1516-1558)
Saint Theresa of Avila (1515-1582)
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Your Past Lives in the Sagittarius Period
Moon in Sagittarius
Your Moon incarnation in the Sagittarius period was a woman with the broad-mindedness of Italian queens and the drive of
the time's great artists. You believed in the value of great art and architecture, and in individual accomplishments being more
important that outmoded moral judgments. If you were a leader, you were a benevolent one, profoundly loved by your
people. Your lofty attitudes and liberal beliefs fit with your adventurous partners, and together you were able to bring about
great changes and an enlightened attitude in general.

Moon in the 11th House
Your Moon in the Eleventh House carries emotions from a past life that were affected profoundly by highly abstract visions of
society and of relationships that cannot possibly compare to the ideals you have in mind. You are at your best when you
strive to reach these visions and ideals, but they make it hard for you to establish deep connections with others. Celebrate
your individuality and uniqueness.

Ascendant in Sagittarius
Your Ascendant incarnation in the Sagittarius period loved living during the time of the Renaissance, as it fit perfectly with
your past self's visions of the ideal world. You had a position of power, a member of an enlightened ruling class who was
very responsive to the demands of everyday reality and yet was willing to participate in a worldwide experiment that brought
a new perspective to humanity regarding our role in the universe.
Moon harmonious with Venus: Your Moon and Venus incarnations desired affection and love. You had excellent taste,
something that is still true today, and were skilled in the social arena.
Sun harmonious with Moon: Your Sun and Moon incarnations both benefited from energetic, heartfelt romantic
relationships. You learned to adapt to others' emotions, something that empowered your family and community and continues
to give you skill at making the most of your interpersonal experiences.
Neptune harmonious with Ascendant: Your Neptune and Ascendant incarnations gifted one another with spiritual or
psychic awareness. Such powers obviously shifted your image of the world, making you likely to seek out others who saw
the world as "clearly" as you did. In this life, you would do well to remember that the blurrier something is, the closer to truth it
is likely to be.

As it became more and more clear that anything was possible in this Octave, the Capricorn period continued the momentum
of change … but at the cost of the destruction of both individual lives and natural environments.

The Capricorn period (1720 to 1840 AD) was the apex
of the ego-consciousness of humanity in its physical and
material manifestation. The outer world was conquered
and the focus turned onto science and the industrial
revolution as well as the struggle of nation-states to
become autonomous, breaking away from their
monarchical roots. The American and French revolutions
shocked the world order amidst rich colonial empires.
During this time great discoveries like hydrogen and the
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periodic table of the elements, electricity, coal and
steam-driven machines, and railroads altered the focus
of life and created a challenge to control the world with a
materialistic attitude. The colonial invasions brought raw
material just as the classical world view was eclipsed by
rationalism, and the arts reached their peak with Bach,
Beethoven, Mozart, Balzac and Hugo.
Capricorn is your power of self-concentration, of the
aims and aspirations of ego to conquer and control your
world. It symbolizes success, ambition of perfected
matter in the realm of the physical world and, by
extension, government. Outer structures crystallize in
Capricorn and the patriarchal principle is totally
dominant; utility and finance are the greatest assets.
Capricorn organizes and confines, creates limits and
suppresses the personal in favor of the pragmatic.
Where to begin? You might have been a worker in the
most horrific of factory conditions, or a respected military
officer battling to keep social order. You may have been
a gentleman of leisure, reading up on shocking political
developments while taking in the euphoric sounds of
great composers. You could've been laboring long and
hard on the railroads, fighting on either side of the
American Civil War or in a number of revolutions. In the
Capricorn period, you would've been a part of a world moving into the great modern age!

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Capricorn
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:
Node

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

23°

Feb 1819

Capricorn

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

Industrial Revolution
Battle of Waterloo
American & French Revolutions
Seven Years War
Rosetta Stone Discovered

Gas Lighting
Electricity
Telegraph
Railroad
Threshing Machine

Revolutionary Democracy
Napoleon Bonaparte (1769 - 1821)
George Washington (1732 - 1799)
Saturn Individuals
John Dalton (1766-1844)
William Herschel (1738-1822)
Franz Anton Mesmer (1733-1815)
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829)

Your Past Lives in the Capricorn Period
North Node in Capricorn
Your North Node incarnation in the Capricorn era had a tendency to exploit situations that only you saw available. Although
you had great responsibilities to others, you were able to put aside these concerns and get on with matters in a pragmatic
way. You were forced to grow up and initiate yourself into the mysteries of your world in order to fulfill your higher task; the
changes that this caused in you were profound.
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North Node in 1st House
Your North Node in the First House is the extroverted and active aspects of your nature that were necessary for survival,
whatever your outer circumstances. You were the most ardent and enthusiastic member of your band when it came to
confronting danger, for leading others into the fray. Protection ran in your blood and you received great respect and the
complete support of the elders for your efforts.
Mars harmonious with North Node: Your Mars and North Node incarnations fostered good cooperation with others,
particularly family and groups with similar interests. You used such relationships to help you express your creative side,
which resulted in powerful unions. In your current incarnation you find group activities to be a successful arena for you.
Neptune inharmonious with North Node: Your Neptune and North Node incarnations had lifelong tendencies to expect
too much from relationships. Disappointment led you to become associated with a peculiar mystical or religious community,
but the feeling of inclusiveness that this provided at first was, eventually, shown to be impermanent. In your current
incarnation, you must be your own guide. Do not look to others for easy answers to your spiritual questions.
Uranus inharmonious with North Node: Your Uranus and North Node incarnations suddenly brought about unsettling and
unexpected changes in partnerships and communal situations that generated a great feeling of unrest in your community. It
was necessary for you to adjust your attitudes for survival's sake. In your current incarnation avoid being too restless and try
to counteract your natural flighty temperament.

Freedom and invention became hallmarks of individual potential as the Octave progressd into the Aquarius period.

The Aquarius period (1840 to 1910 AD) saw idealist,
utopian, socialist and humanitarian ideas morph into
events like the communist manifesto of Marx and
Engels, the American Civil War that brought about the
end of American slavery, and Darwin's Origin of
Species, which placed the current world at the apex of
an evolutionary view of history. The science that is the
foundation of the modern industrial world came into
being with railroads, mines, and factories against the
chaos of the gold rushes of the American Wild West.
Symbolic technological visions of the world played
against the Romantic artists and writers, and spirituality
entered the dialogue through Schopenhauer, Nietzsche
and Madame Blavatsky, and the symbolist and
impressionist painters further detached vision from
reality.
Aquarius is abstraction, the contrast between your real
world structures and your idealistic fantasies about what
might be, planning and aligning with the larger social
consciousness, whether or not you agree with it. You
are universal yet the profusion of groups with competing
beliefs and doctrines leads to an eventual shattering of
the accepted forms in inventive and original societies
where individuality makes its mark through propaganda,
networks and movements.
Your incarnations in this period may have been
colonists, at the spearhead of their expanding culuture.
You might have been a member of the new skilled labor
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groups, or a business owner. You may have ridden on
the railroads into the wild west, or been a small-town
doctor reading about the frontier in pulp penny
publications. You could have existed anywhere on the
social strata -- from the lowest of the working class in
the throes of the Industrial Revolution, to the wealthiest of the Gilded Age. One thing's for certain: you were living in some
sort of frontier, whether it was the Wild West or new intellectual territory!

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Aquarius
Your planetary incarnations, placements and corresponding key dates

Planet:

Degree in Sign:

Key Date:

Sun

8°

Aquarius

May 1864

Venus

8°

Aquarius

May 1864

19°

Aquarius

Mar 1890

Mercury

Significant historical influences from this period

Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

California Gold Rush
Boxer Rebellion
Krakatoa Erupts
Victorian Age
American Civil War

Wrights' Airplane
Bell's Telephone
Darwin's Origin of Species
Photography
Einstein's Theory of Relativity

Humanitarianism
Socialism/Communism
Theodore Roosevelt (1858 - 1914)
Abraham Lincoln (1809 - 1865)
Sun Individuals
Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865)
Andrew Jackson (1767-1845)
Mercury Individuals
Charles Dickens (1812-1870)
Eliphas Levi (1810-1875)
Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881)
Venus Individuals
Leo Tolstoy (1820-1910)
Emily Bronte (1818-1848)
Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1880)
Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-1864)

Your Past Lives in the Aquarius Period
Sun in Aquarius
Your Sun incarnation is in the Aquarius period watched as the age of royalty disappeared in a cloud of social individuality.
You linked with others who shared your ideals of either the old ways or of freedom, and either fought along with them to
achieve your goals or left the social order to create new generations who were insulated from the ideas of the masses. You
internalized the idea of evolution, even if you had never heard of it, and thought of yourself as being at the peak of your
personal evolution. You took over the main role, if only as a sheriff in a Western town desperately seeking order.

Sun in the 2nd House
Your past lives taught you to enjoy the beautiful and bounteous things in life, like your land, art and other expressions of the
natural world and its bounty. Since so much of your energy is still applied to the physical world and your possessions, they
become your signature: your projects occupy most of your time and energy. You are drawn to relationships that support
these priorities and bring greater stability and security to your life.
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Mercury in Aquarius
Your Mercury incarnation in the Aquarius period believed totally in revolutionary ideas, taking them into both your personal
and collective spheres of your life. You tended to scatter your energies amidst all of the requirements of your expanding
world. Your quick grasp of information allowed you to embrace technology and progressive education, so that you advanced
beyond most others in your understanding of a vision of a brighter future.

Mercury in the 2nd House
Your Mercury in the Second House suggests that you tend to be extremely patient with those around you, probably because
you were so close to the slow processes of the physical world and were bonded to the rhythms of life in deep profound ways.
You may seem focused and one-sided to others, but your tendency to stay attuned to important issues brings a stable life,
the acquisition of material things and a degree of security. You stick to formal patterns in life to avoid having to deal with
unforeseen emergencies and unpredictable situations, and this might make you seen a bit ponderous, but the stability is
worth it.

Venus in Aquarius
Your Venus incarnation in the Aquarius period had progressive feelings allied to individualistic rights and manifested as ideas
that you lived: free love and universal brotherhood. You formed groups that propagated your ideas, joined with others way
beyond your natural home, and associated yourself and your values with highly abstract visions of the future. Your ideas
were so highly developed, however, that they led to detachment from basic human affections.

Venus in the 2nd House
Your Venus in the Second House means that your past incarnations were physically quite beautiful, verging on sublime.
These selves had a limitless ability to love the world and the people in it, but also had an insatiable appetite for being loved.
You still yearn for and require such devotion. Once you commit yourself to another who returns your affections, you remain
extremely loyal and will do anything to satisfy or serve them. In a way, you serve love itself and the beauty that this
engenders. Your feelings are very deep and profound, and you primarily express yourself through your artistic sense.
Sun harmonious with Venus: Your Sun and Venus incarnations both cultivated intimate associations with beautiful
individuals or talented artists. Their sense of beauty and style still influence your life today, particularly when it comes to
seeking romantic partners.
Sun inharmonious with Saturn: Your Sun and Saturn incarnations felt isolated from everyone around them, even your
closest friends and family. This was because you concentrated on your personal goals to the exclusion of any others.
Sun harmonious with Moon: Your Sun and Moon incarnations both benefited from energetic, heartfelt romantic
relationships. You learned to adapt to others' emotions, something that empowered your family and community and continues
to give you skill at making the most of your interpersonal experiences.
Mercury harmonious with Midheaven: Your Mercury and Midheaven incarnations were based totally on self-knowledge,
and this created a unique and highly mental outlook on things. Your ambition took precedence over relationships. In this
incarnation, meditate on your higher goals in a more open way; what role can your loved ones play in helping you bring your
objectives to fruition?
Mercury harmonious with Jupiter: Your Mercury and Jupiter incarnations organized your many plans constructively,
which created a context for success for your world view and wider interests. You learned a lot about yourself by looking more
closely at your core beliefs. In this incarnation you will make a deeper commitment to your spiritual vision.
Mercury inharmonious with Mars: Your Mercury and Mars incarnations were often frustrated by others' criticism, yet you
refused to your mind. Instead, you resorted to obstinate and cynical methods, not taking others' attitudes seriously. In this
incarnation you should say what you really mean right now.
Mercury inharmonious with Pluto: Your Mercury and Pluto incarnations didn't understand the public mind adequately,
and this meant that you were unpersuasive and appeared to be uncertain about your true views. You tried to be forceful, but
that was not a realistic way to bring your ideas forward. In this incarnation, try not to overestimate your abilities in certain
areas of life.
Venus inharmonious with Saturn: Your Venus and Saturn incarnations were lonely and dissatisfied throughout your lives.
You blamed your isolation on the society you lived in, even though it was a problem of your own creation. Early separations
from family were the cause of you emotional inhibitions, something you have a strong fear of in this incarnation, even if you
haven't experienced such loss in your current lifetime.
Moon harmonious with Venus: Your Moon and Venus incarnations desired affection and love. You had excellent taste,
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something that is still true today, and were skilled in the social arena.

The Pisces period not only ends this Octave, it embodies it: dynamic growth, conflict and energy that is used both for good
and for evil.

The Pisces period (1910 to 1950 AD) is a time of
karmic returns, endings, isolation and illusions, and
major dissolutions of classical values in the world.
Pisces' contradictory emotional impulses manifest as
major collisions in the World Wars at the beginning and
end of this period, along with the Russian, Mexican and
Chinese revolutions, all culminating in the formation of
the United Nations. These times also show dramatic
changes in collective perceptions beginning with Freud's
formulation of psychoanalysis, Einstein's discovery of
relativity and the breakdown of conventional forms in
cubism in art, atonal and arrhythmic musical
compositions, the writing of Joyce and the existentialists,
and above all the creation of an illusory medium of the
cinema. In this era, our gods and goddesses become
those of the silver screen.
Pisces is purification through karmic retribution, a great
sensitivity and receptivity to higher principles that
dissolve boundaries and make cross connections yet
remain dependent on deep emotional connections. It
stresses compassion and passivity to the will of others,
subservience to fate, and the creation of solutions to the
threat of decay and chaos. Its tools are meditation,
spirituality and the self-sacrifice of universal
compassion.
It would be impossible to encapsulate the 20th century in
a list of professions or nationalities. During the Pisces
period, you could have been anyone, anywhere, from a
welder working in the naval shipyards of San Francisco,
to a peasant farmer in the remote highlands of China, to
a top-tier star of the silver screen, to an all-American
housewife. The possibilities are endless!

Oprah Winfrey's Reincarnation Summary for Pisces
You have no planetary placements in the Pisces period
Significant historical influences from this period
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Cultures & Events

Artifacts & Inventions

Individuals & Ideals

Great World Wars
Russian Revolution
The Great Depression
Spanish Civil War
Women's Suffrage

Modern Cinema
Penicillin
Pluto Discovered
Computers
Atom Bomb

Nihilism
Individualism
Adolf Hitler (1889 - 1945)
Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882 - 1945)

Your Past Lives in the Pisces Period
You have no planetary placements in the Pisces period
This time period has no planets in it. This may mean that your soul did not manifest on Earth in this period. Alternatively, it
may simply mean that you have nothing to learn from the incarnations that lived during this time, or that your current
incarnation has little spiritual connection to them.

Now that you've journeyed into the past, we hope you will take the opportunity to bring the lessons of those previous
incarnations into the here and now, to use them in your life today.
There are lots of ways you can take what you've learned from this report and apply it to your daily life. Tarot.com is all about
providing content, tools, and advice to help you better navigate your personal growth journay. Here are some tips for what to
do next:
Tackle One Issue at a Time:
Ask the Mandala Tarot a question about one of your past lives. This uniquely astrological Tarot science was also
developed by A.T. Mann, so it is ideally suited to your continuing quest for knowledge.
Dig Deeper: Learn about the ideals and individuals that defined the ages of your past lives, and discover the cultural
treasures that they can carry for you. The internet can be perfect for this kind of quest for knowledge, with everything
from Wikipedia to Google.
Create Your Space: Surround yourself with artifacts, images and cultural objects from the times and places in which
you once lived, using A.T. Mann's Astrolocation Feng Shui report. Placing these items appropriately will not only give
you a sense of comfort and familiarity, it may also trigger new understandings of your past lives.
Keep Your Eyes Open: Find your soulmate in this life with a Romantic Compatibility Report, an Intimacy Profile or a
Psyche & Eros Relationship Report.
Explore different cultures or parts of the world to see if any of them resonate with you.We all have peoples or
places that, for no reason we can consciously determine, excite our imaginations or that we yearn to visit or
experience. Perhaps this because we experienced them in our past lives; if so, by going there you may recapture
some essential part of your being and bring it more actively into your current life.
Talk About This! Discuss your past lives and meet other people interested in past lives in our forums.

Learn about our FREE Readings and Reports Program:
Get any of the above reports for free when you try or purchase a partner offer from CheckoutFREE.
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